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What is “Computer 
Game Studies”?



“Studies”

Cinema Studies

Literary Studies

Computer Game Studies

Roughly, a discipline defined by its object of 
study, rather than its methods



“Computer” Game

Computer Game

Digital Media

Electronic Literature

All stand-ins for a long term: 
stored program electronic digital computer



“stored program 
electronic digital...”
“digital” == discrete

“electronic” != electromechanical

“stored program” == program in memory

result: a good platform for simulating arbitrary 
logical machines, arbitrary processes (in our 
laptops, game consoles, web servers, etc.)



Historical note

First stored program computers in early 1950s

Experiments with displays lead to first 
computer video games

Usual citation: A.S. (Sandy) Douglas, EDSAC, 
1952: OXO (aka Tic Tac Toe) on CRT

Alternatively: Christopher Strachey, 
Manchester Mark I, 1952: full checkers game 
on CRT, with parallel linguistic interaction



“Game”

We know “Studies”

We know “Computer”

But what is a “Game”?

This has been an important question to many 
game scholars — both before and since 
computer games



Defining “game”

A “system in which players engage in an 
artificial conflict, defined by rules, that results in 
a quantifiable outcome” 
— Katie Salen and Eric Zimmerman



Defining “game”

A “rule-based formal system with a variable 
and quantifiable outcome, where different 
outcomes are assigned different values, the 
player exerts effort in order to influence the 
outcome, the player feels attached to the 
outcome, and the consequences of the activity 
are optional and negotiable.” 
— Jesper Juul



Game definitions

Are often presented as “consensus” definitions 
based on surveys of previous game scholarship

Can be interesting to think about, intellectually

But: consistently marginalize things that 
should be central to our study. For example...



This is not a game



The Sims is not a game
“The #1 best selling game of all time.” 
— Electronic Arts, 2004 

But The Sims doesn’t meet formal definitions. Such 
games “have emergent quantifiable goals but usually 
no single overriding outcome.” 
— Katie Salen and Eric Zimmerman

“Open-ended simulation games such as The Sims 
change the classic game model by removing the 
goals, or more specifically, by not describing some 
possible outcomes as better than others.” 
— Jesper Juul



Beyond the margins

poker & blackjack

The Sims & SimCity

Dungeons & Dragons & GURPS

EverQuest & World of Warcraft

Dogz & Electroplankton



For this course
We will consider the idea of computer games 
something broader than the output of the 
computer games industries, not narrower

All software that “invites and structures play” 
— that is playable

We will be much more interested in “how is 
this played?” than “is this a game?”

Just as literary studies focuses on specific texts 
more than “what is literature?”



But how to study it?

We know what 
we’re studying



Digital media

Software that is also media

More specifically, how data, process, and 
hardware work together to create the surface 
(perceived by the audience) and its 
opportunities for interaction, producing the 
experience of gameplay

I’m particularly interested in what processes 
can express. Others focus on data, platform, etc.



Game studies

Continuity with non-computer games and play

All previous forms of game studies are 
appropriate for computer games as well: 

as mathematical formal systems, 

how they form community and shape 
communication, 

as evocative objects for the imagination, etc. 



Many more

MMO games as only one of many examples of 
online communities (from Second Life to My 
Space)

The Nintendo DS as only one example of 
mobile consumer electronics (along with cell 
phones and MP3 players)

The list could be continued indefinitely, 
informing both theory and practice



Course goals

Survey some theoretical approaches, carefully 
engage some different types of games

Support you in whatever approaches and 
games you choose

Pool our knowledge and thinking toward 
interesting discussions that will inform our 
projects



Next

Syllabus overview

Lab code forms

First week’s readings

Tomorrow: Noah’s office hour is 11am to noon 
at Cafe Roma, or email nwf@ucsd.edu


